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ADVERTISING FEE AS A SOURCE  
OF THE COMMUNE’S OWN REVENUES

The advertising fee was introduced on the list of commune’s own revenues in 2015, and it has been 
practically collected since 2016. The commune council itself, by means of a resolution, decides to 
introduce this local public levy. The main elements of the legal structure of the advertising fee are 

maximum fee rate for each day, the exemptions from payment. The commune council is entitled to 
determine the advertising fee rates for the commune, however not higher than those set out in the Act, 
and also to introduce additional exemptions and the conditions of its collection by the collectors. The 

–sum amount regardless of the surface area 
of the advertising board or device serving for the advertisement display, and a variable component de-
pending on the surface area of the advertising board or device serving for the advertisement display.

K34, H71.
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Introduction

account the landscape value, is one of the tasks of a commune. Pursuant to 

-
ments: functional, socio–economic, environmental and cultural, as well as 
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-

-

the resolution–

Reasons for introducing the advertising fee

-
2. At that time, the municipalities were entitled to col-

–called tax on posters and markers)3. More-

copied by print, mechanically or in any other similar manner (the so–called 

2

3 -
dustrial and commercial enterprises and institutions of commercial nature, all personal com-

-
-
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tax on advertisements)4. The rural communes could collect the tax on posters 
and markers and tax on advertisements outside the municipality boundaries. 

-

the landscape and executed The European Landscape Convention on Oc-

-
-

-
tion of special measures. The provisions of the Convention stipulate that the 
„landscape” is an area whose character is the result of actions and interac-
tions of human or natural factors. „Landscape protection” means actions 

from the social, economic and environmental processes.

-
-

tions or the creations of civilisation, shaped as a result of an impact of natu-

„landscape priority”, which is the landscape particularly valuable to society 
due to its natural, cultural, historical, architectural, urban, or rural or aes-

of the terms and conditions of its development.

-

4 Tax on announcements was levied on all advertisements that were printed, copied mechani-
cally or in a similar manner.
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-

on amendments to some acts in connection with the reinforcement of the 

–

-

–

Advertising boards and devices as a subject of advertising fee
-

-
-

use utilized for their intended purpose.

-
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-

-

-
mation on the activities carried out on the property the board is located on. 

-
-

Violation of this prohibition and introduction of the statutory relations to the 

law, but also modify the statutory provision by the executive act of a lower 
order, which is possible only within clearly provided statutory authorization 

dissemination of information, in any visual form, to promote a person, com-
pany, products, services, enterprises or social movements. The adoption of 

a particular board or device is used for its display resulted in need to amend 
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pursuant to the provisions of Article 4 Section 23 Act on Public Roads, the ad-

-
sions of the Minister of Infrastructure and Internal Affairs and Administration 

5.
– -

–

fact that the foundation on which it was placed is not even partially located 

stability and the ability to counteract external factors which could destroy it or 

-

 –

 –

practice, this provision may be a source of many interpretative doubts, 
as –

–

5

parks, nature reserves, landscape parks – -
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information on the activities carried out on the property which the board or 
the device is located on. However, it may be assumed that the exemption 

-

 –
 – serve solely the purpose of dissemination of information (permanently 
commemorate a person, institutions or events as well as provide informa-

activities or cemeteries).

-

the commune council. In this sense, it is a public levy whose introduction is 
subject to decision of the commune council who uses the constitutionally 

fee. However, it is not necessary to adopt a resolution in which the commune 

area of the commune. However, such unnecessary items may be found in the 

or devices, i.e. those that were actually located in certain places (areas), to 

The entity authorized to establish such terms and conditions, pursuant 
to Article 37a SPLGA, is the Commune Council, which shall adopt a resolu-

-

–called adver-
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2–

In addition, the commune council may, by means of this resolution, prohibit 

responsible for transport. The resolution discussed may, however, provide 

-
-

ries. The resolution should establish the terms and conditions and the term 

-

date of its entry into force.

-

-

resolution the municipal council adopts a resolution on the preparation of 

The commune head (mayor, city president) shall immediately:
 – -

 –
 –

the date of receipt of the draft resolution, the requirement to consult is 

 – -
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month from the date of receipt of the draft resolution shall be deemed as 

 – announce in the local press and by the means of announcement, and 

resolution for the public review at least 7 days prior to the exposure and 

the comments on the draft resolution at the time of the exposure and for 

The commune head (mayor, city president) shall immediately consider the 
remarks submitted by the aforementioned entities and establish a list of re-

-

by the commune head (mayor, city president).

-

activities or cemeteries).

-

of the Old Monuments Law can be indicated (Act of July 23, 2003). Pursuant 

apply to the cultural park6

boards, captions, advertisements, and other characters not related to the 

related to the protection of public order and security. The commune coun-

6 -

-
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the placement of boards, captions or advertisements shall not be understood 

-

-
-

well as the landscape parks conservation plans. Pursuant to Article 36 section 
-

provincial conservator. Such permit is also required to place advertisements 
-

so–called administrative discretion. The evaluation within the discretion of 

condition of the monument and the manner of current use and utilization 

Entities obliged to pay advertising fee

 –
 –
 –

-
-

 –
-
-
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 – co–owners or co–

fee is borne jointly and severally by all co–owners or co–holders).
-

mined similarly as in the case of the objective limits of the property tax. This 
solution is not accidental solution as there are certain relationships between 

will be credited partially (in a situation where the tax amount is lower than 

was not introduced. Neither was introduced the settlement of a positive dif-

-

-

pay those public levies. No provision has been made to credit the other tax 

-

The structure of advertising fee
-

able part. The use of the conjunction „and” in the quoted provision of the Act 

commune council, it must be composed of two parts. The commune council 
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surface area of the side of a cuboid circumscribed around the device.

-

The scope of power of the communecouncil regarding the advertising fee
In addition to the powers of the municipal council to introduce the adver-

-
-

The list of these powers of the municipal council was adopted in Arti-

2 

display daily. These are the maximum rates and the commune council may by 
means of a resolution set the rates at the same level or in the amount lower 
than the statutory limit. The content analysis of the selected resolutions 

-
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2) were set for 

however, enumerate this power of the commune council in Article 20b or 
-

the conducted business activity and the differentiation of the amount of the 

device may possibly result in differentiation of the situation of different enti-
–Matras, Kmieciak 

commune council may, by means of a resolution, order the collection of the 
-

-
-

-

how to establish a civil law relationship with the collectors, the manner of 

to determine, by a resolution, solely the amount of remuneration for the 
collection, thus the commune council may not set the conditions for the pay-

issued. Neither has the commune council the power to determine the date 
of payment of the remuneration for the collection (Resolution of the RAC in 

a resolution, may make other subjective exemptions from the payment of the 
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In any case, if the established standards allows to establish who is subject 
to the exemption, this exemption is not of subjective nature present, which 

-

-

declaration form which shall include the data of the subject and object of 
-

The power of the commune council also includes the possibility of intro-
-

munication. In particular, the commune council shall in such case specify by 
a resolution:

 – the format of the electronic declarations and layout of the information and 
relations between them pursuant to the provisions on computerization of 

 – the manner of declarations transmission by means of electronic 

 –

accordance pursuant to the provisions on computerization of entities per-

-
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Final conclusions

entrepreneurs and the real estate owners and other holders who can see 

activity or the immovable property owned. It should be noted, however, that 

double encumbrance on the same subject covered by the real estate tax and 

-
ance with the standards laid down in the European Landscape Convention. 

-

urban and rural areas.

other (non–

-

a separate act of the local law is a prerequisite for the subsequent introduc-

-

-
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-

–

-

the City Council in Szczawno–

-

-
-
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